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Abstract 

Discovering the meaning of novel communicative cues is challenging and amounts to navigating 

an unbounded hypothesis space. Several theories posit that this problem can be simplified by 

relying on positive expectations about the cognitive utility of communicated information. These 

theories imply that learners should assume that novel communicative cues tend to have low 

processing costs and high cognitive benefits. We tested this hypothesis in three studies in which 

toddlers (N = 90) searched for a reward hidden in one of several containers. In all studies, an 

adult communicated the reward’s location with an unfamiliar and ambiguous cue. We 

manipulated the processing costs (operationalized as inferential chain length) and cognitive 

benefits (operationalized as informativeness) of the possible interpretations of the cues. Toddlers 

processing of novel communicative cues were guided by expectations of low processing costs 

(Study 1) and high cognitive benefits (Studies 2 and 3). More specifically, toddlers treated novel 

cues as if they were easy to process, informative, and accurate, even when provided with 

repeated evidence to the contrary. These results indicate that, from toddlerhood onward, 

expectations of cognitive utility shape the processing of novel communicative cues. These data 

also reveal that toddlers, who are in the process of learning the language and communicative 

conventions of people around them, exert a pressure favoring cognitive efficiency in 

communicative systems.  

 

Keywords: pragmatics, communication, processing costs, informativeness, cognitive 

development, toddlerhood.  
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Expectations of Processing Ease, Informativeness, and Accuracy  

Guide Toddlers’ Processing of Novel Communicative Cues  

 

1.Introduction 

Humans are expert communicators. Many animal species use signals to convey 

information, but huma    communicative practices stand out in their frequency, flexibility, as 

well as in the scope and nature of the information they convey (Csibra & Gergely, 2009; Harris, 

2012; Sperber & Wilson, 1986; Tomasello, 2010). These properties are all the more remarkable 

given the ambiguity of human communicative means, such as gestures or words. Any 

communicative action or label could, in principle, carry an infinity of potential meanings (Quine, 

1960). As a result, the interpretation of what people communicate amounts to searching through 

an unbounded hypothesis space. Yet, even infants and toddlers manage to use and interpret 

communicative cues whose meaning is highly variable, and context-dependent (e.g., Bohn et al., 

2022; Falkum et al., 2017; Grosse et al., 2010; Grosse & Tomasello, 2012; Köder & Falkum, 

2020; Mazzarella & Pouscoulous, 2021; Pouscoulous & Tomasello, 2020; Schulze et al., 2013; 

Schulze & Tomasello, 2015; Stephens & Matthews, 2014).  

Many authors have argued that the process of solving the difficult problem of interpreting 

what others communicate can be guided by presumptions about the cognitive utility of the 

communicated information (e.g., Clark, 1996; Degen & Tanenhaus, 2019; Frank, 2016; Grice, 

1975; Sperber & Wilson, 1986). Relevance theory provides a general characterization of such 

guidance. It posits that by providing information to their audiences, speakers imply that it is 

worth processing. As a result, the interpretation of what speakers intend to communicate is 

guided by a presumption of optimal relevance, defined in terms of cognitive (or contextual) 
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benefits, and processing costs. Ceteris paribus, the greater the cognitive benefits and the smaller 

the processing costs, the lower the cost/benefit ratio, and the greater the relevance (Sperber & 

Wilson, 2002). Here, we investigate how processing costs and cognitive benefits shape toddler   

processing of novel communicative cues. We assume that a cognitive benefit is a worthwhile 

difference to an individual’s representation of the world – a true conclusion, for example (Wilson 

& Sperber, 2006). Throughout the paper, we focus on processing costs for addressees, namely on 

the efforts required from an addressee to process a communicative means. Drawing on Gricean 

and subsequent approaches (Frank, 2016; Grice, 1975; Sperber & Wilson, 1986), we 

hypothesized that when processing novel communicative cues, young learners assume that these 

cues have a low cost/benefit ratio (with high cognitive benefits and low processing costs).  

 

1.1.Processing Costs 

Sources of communicative messages attempt to modify the mental states of their 

audience. This goal is more efficiently achieved if the sources make the information that they 

intend to convey easy to produce (for the addresser), and easy to access and process (for the 

addressee). For instance, saying “it is two o’ l  k” is a more efficient way to convey that it is 2 

PM than saying “the number of hours past noon is equal to the square root of f   ” because the 

former sentence is much easier to produce and process than the latter. As a result, two types of 

costs may shape the interpretation of communicated information: production costs (to the 

addresser), and processing costs (to the addressee). Several studies have investigated the role of 

addresser   production costs in shaping the interpretation of communicated information (e.g., 

Degen et al., 2013; Rohde et al., 2012). In contrast, there is little experimental data on the role of 

addressee’s processing costs in shaping the interpretation of communicative cues. We addressed 
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this issue in Study 1, by investigating how processing costs shape learne    interpretation of 

novel communicative cues. 

By offering information, sources of communicated messages imply that what they convey 

is worth being processed, and thus, that its cognitive benefits justify its processing costs (Sperber 

& Wilson, 1986). Indeed, adult speakers make efforts to reduce their audience   processing 

costs. For example, individuals wearing digital watches that indicate the exact time are more 

likely to communicate the time using rounded, not exact, answers when this less precise 

information is relevant to their audience (Gibbs & Bryant, 2008; Van Der Henst et al., 2002). 

Accordingly, processing costs are likely to play a central role in shaping the interpretation 

of communicated information. Several theories posit that the discovery of speaker   meanings 

can be guided by expectations about the ease of processing an utterance. Such expectations could 

originate from a maxim of manner which enjoins speakers to “be perspicuous” (Grice, 1975, p. 

46), a presumption of relevance (Sperber & Wilson, 1986), a principle of least joint effort (Clark, 

1996), or from speaker   tendency to strategically balance cost and informativeness (Bergen et 

al., 2016). Despite their differences, all these theories make converging predictions about the role 

of costs in shaping the interpretation of signals or utterances. They imply that, ceteris paribus, 

when people try to understand what is communicated to them, they are more likely to focus on 

hypotheses that are easier to process than on costlier ones.  

We tested whether toddlers rely on comparable expectations by investigating whether 

they assume that novel communicative cues are easy to process (operationalizing ease of 

processing in terms of inferential chain length). Toddlers participated in a hiding game in which 

they had to discover the location of a reward. The experimenter provided information about the 

reward’s location with an ambiguous novel communicative cue. We assessed whether toddlers 
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assumed that the novel cue indicated directly the location of the reward (and thus was easy to 

process) as opposed to indicating it indirectly (with unnecessary processing costs).  

1.2.Cognitive Benefits 

Benefits, and not just costs, shape learner   discovery of novel meanings. When speakers 

offer a piece of information to an audience, they imply that this information is worth processing, 

and thus, should yield some cognitive benefits. Indeed, many theories posit that expectations 

about cognitive benefits guide the interpretation of communicated information. These 

expectations are explicit in Grice’s maxims of quality (“Try to make your contribution one that is 

    ”) and of quantity (“Make your contribution as informative as is   q     ”) (Grice, 1975, p. 

45, 46). Several theories also postulate that expectations implying cognitive benefits guide the 

processing of communicated information (Degen & Tanenhaus, 2019; Frank, 2016; Frank & 

Goodman, 2014; Franke, 2011; Sperber & Wilson, 1986). In this study, we operationalized 

benefits in terms of informativeness, defined as the capacity of a stimulus to reduce uncertainty 

over a set of hypotheses (Frank & Goodman, 2012; Shannon, 1948). 

Humans communicate in an informative manner from toddlerhood onward by adjusting 

their communicative behaviors to what their addressees already know (Liszkowski et al., 2008; 

Meng & Hashiya, 2014; O’Neill, 1996; O’neill & Topolovec, 2001), and to what is expected or 

unexpected in a given context (Bannard et al., 2017). Moreover, even if toddlers and 

preschoolers often communicate ambiguously (Davies & Katsos, 2010; Nilsen & Graham, 2009), 

they can learn to avoid this, when prompted by clarification requests (Bahtiyar & Küntay, 2009; 

Matthews et al., 2007, 2012). Thus, by two to three years of age, children often adjust the 

informativeness of their linguistic and non-verbal communication to the needs of their 
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addressees. In short, from toddlerhood onward, children attempt to communicate in an 

appropriately informative manner.  

On the reception side, preschoolers can evaluate the informativeness of utterances 

(Eskritt et al., 2008; Gweon et al., 2018; Gweon & Asaba, 2018; Morisseau et al., 2013). For 

instance, in Morisseau et al. (2013), 3- and 5-year-old children interacted with an adult who 

uttered instructions (e.g. “move the     g ”). The context was manipulated so that instructions 

were either under-informative (e.g., there was more than one orange in view) or optimally 

informative (e.g., there was only one orange in view). By 3 years of age, children were more 

likely to gaze check their interlocutor when she was under-informative than when she was 

optimally informative. Moreover, by four years of age, children trust more and evaluate more 

positively informants that have been adequately informative rather than under-informative in the 

past (Eskritt et al., 2008; Gweon et al., 2018, experiment 4).  

Preschoolers also rely on their sensitivity to informativeness when processing 

communicative cues such as labels (Bohn et al., 2022; Frank & Goodman, 2014), and when 

identifying the referent of an utterance (Stiller et al., 2015). For instance, in Frank and Goodman 

(2014), 3- and 4-year-old children were taught novel labels about objects features. An 

experimenter pointed at a target object with two features, while uttering a novel label (e.g., 

referring to “a dinosaur with a   x” while pointing at a dinosaur wearing both a headband and a 

bandana). Next to the object that was pointed at, there was a distractor object with only one of 

the two features (e.g., a second dinosaur wearing only a bandana). Due to the presence of the 

distractor, using the label “  x” to refer to the bandanna was not informative enough to pick out 

the dinosaur that was pointed at (since both dinosaurs wore a bandanna). Conversely, referring to 

the headband was an efficient way to target specifically the dinosaur that the speaker was 
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pointing at. By three years of age, children successfully inferred that the novel label referred to 

the unique feature, thus suggesting that they expected the speaker to be informative. Thus, by 

preschool age, expectations of cognitive benefits guide children’s processing of familiar 

communicative cues (such as words and pointing). We built on this evidence to investigate how 

cognitive benefits may guide the processing of novel communicative cues during toddlerhood.  

In short, we hypothesized that learners assume that the cost/benefit ratios of novel 

communicative cues are low, if not optimal, when processing them. We tested this hypothesis by 

assessing how     l     processing of novel cues is shaped by processing costs (Study 1) and 

benefits (Studies 2 and 3). Our Studies investigated the expectations guiding     l     processing 

of novel communicative cues. Importantly, we did not aim at testing whether these expectations 

are specifically triggered by communicative cues. In that respect, our Studies do not differ from 

most experiments on  h l       or    l    processing of communicated information (e.g., Behne 

et al., 2005; Bergelson & Swingley, 2012; Bohn et al., 2021; Frank & Goodman, 2012, 2014). 

Study 1 tested whether toddlers rely on assumptions of low processing costs when 

processing novel communicative cues. In Study 1, participants were enrolled in a hiding game in 

which they had to discover the location of a reward hidden under one of three cups. One of the 

cups was transparent and could be excluded immediately; the other two were opaque. Before the 

participants could search for the reward, an experimenter gave them a clue about the reward 

location by placing a marker on top of one of the two opaque cups. In Study 1’s ambiguous 

condition, the marker was deliberately ambiguous. It might communicate the reward location 

either directly (by being placed on the baited cup), or indirectly (by being placed on the empty 

cup that had to be excluded). The first way of processing the cue (marked cup = baited cup) is 

optimally easy to process (when learning that the reward is in cup A, one directly learns where 
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the reward is). The second way of processing the cue (marked cup = empty cup) is sufficient to 

discover the location of the reward (after excluding the marked cup, the only option left is the 

other opaque cup). However, it is costlier, because it requires the exclusion of one cup. If the 

reward can be in either cup A or B, upon learning that cup B is empty, one needs first to exclude 

cup B in order to discover the location of the reward (see Figure 1). We hypothesized that 

toddlers would resolve the marker’s ambiguity by assuming that it was placed on the baited cup, 

thereby indicating the reward’s location directly, at a low processing cost. Thus, we anticipated 

that toddlers would initially search for the reward under the marked cup, and might continue to 

do so throughout the experiment (although, in Study 1, the experimenter always placed the 

marker on the empty cup).  

To control for               capacity to exclude the marked cup, we also tested a second 

group of toddlers on a negative condition. The latter condition was identical to the ambiguous 

condition, except that the experimenter explicitly uttered that the reward was not where she 

placed the marker. The aim of this control was to ascertain that participants were able to resist 

reaching for the marked cup (borrowing the logic of Palmquist et al., 2018). By 2.5 years of age 

—our target age group— the ability to use negative sentences to exclude a location is well-

established (Austin et al., 2014; Feiman et al., 2017; Mascaro & Morin, 2015; Szabó & Kovács, 

2022). Thus, we anticipated that participants would be less likely to reach for the marked cup in 

the negative condition than in the ambiguous condition. The data and analysis scripts of all 

studies are accessible on an open repository 

(https://osf.io/k9vwm/?view_only=d4c4ea1af6934e41840257a7625ca1ed).  

 

  

https://osf.io/k9vwm/?view_only=d4c4ea1af6934e41840257a7625ca1ed
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Figure 1.  

 Two Possible Interpretations of the Marker in the Ambiguous Condition of Study 1. 
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Note: Panel A: Schematic representation of the stimuli in Study 2. The gray arrows indicate the 

locations of the pompom. The gray pin represents the marker placed by the experimenter. Panel 

B: Picture of actual experimental materials.  

 

1.3.Ethical considerations 

The research reported in this manuscript followed the guidelines of the Declaration of 

Helsinki. This study was approved by an independent committee for biomedical research (CPP 

Sud-Est II, IRB: 00009118) and by the local board of the daycare centers involved in the study. 

The parents of all participants gave their informed written consent prior to their inclusion in any 

of the studies (1–3). 

 

2.Study 1 

2.1.Method 

2.1.1.Participants 

Thirty-six two-year-old toddlers participated in Study 1, in a between-subject design 

(Ambiguous condition: n = 18, Mage = 27.90 months, range = 20–35 months, SD = 4.67, 

Negative condition: n = 18, Mage = 28.8 months, range = 20–34 months, SD = 3.19). Seven 

additional participants were excluded from the analysis either because they refused to complete 

the whole experiment (5), or because they failed to understand the task (i.e., they first chose an 

empty cup for two or more trials during the warm-up phase) (2). In Study 1 and in subsequent 

studies, our sample size was set to 18 participants per group. In previous studies in which 2.5 -

year-olds had to discover the location of a hidden object using a marker, children discovered the 

object more often than predicted by chance, with effect sizes ranging from .902 to 1.998 
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(Tomasello et al., 1997; Zlatev et al., 2013). Assuming comparable effect sizes in our studies, a 

sample size of 18 was sufficient to reach a power ranging from .94 to 1 to compare the 

              choices of cups against chance with two-tailed tests (analyses performed with G-

Power 3.1, Faul et al., 2007; with α = .05). 

For all Studies (1-3) the participants were native French speakers recruited from large 

French urban areas (> 1,000,000 inhabitants; for more details, see demographic information 

about the recruitment pool in the Supplementary Materials). We recruited participants by 

contacting a random sample of daycare centers that were selected to be within driving distance 

from our laboratory. For each daycare whose board validated the study, we invited families to 

participate in the project by sending an information letter to all the children falling within our 

target age ranges. We also occasionally tested participants in the laboratory to reach our target 

sample sizes. The participants tested in the laboratory were recruited by sending an invitation 

letter to a randomly selected sample of children born in our recruitment area. Each child 

participated in only one of the three studies reported in this paper. The participants were 

randomly assigned to conditions and studies. Data collection took place between May 2016 and 

June 2022 (with a break in 2019-2021), except for Study 1   negative condition (which was 

tested in 2023 following   v  w     comments). The participants were tested from Monday to 

Saturday, between 8:30 and 5:30 pm. Testing times were chosen with caregivers to ensure that 

the participants would not be too tired or sleepy during the study.  

 

2.1.2.Materials 

In all the studies, the participants were seated in front of the experimenter across a child-

sized table, in a quiet room at their daycare center. A caregiver familiar to the participants was 
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present throughout the experiment. The caregiver was instructed not to influence the 

              choices at any time point during the experiment. In Study 1, the participants had to 

find a blue pompom (5 cm in diameter) hidden under one of the three upside-down plastic cups 

(Figure 1B). The three cups had the same shape and size (diameter: 6.5 cm, height: 11.5 cm); 

two cups were opaque (an orange one and a purple one); and the third cup was transparent. We 

introduced a transparent cup to make sure that participants were looking for the reward —as 

opposed to randomly selecting cups without caring about the reward’s location. During the test 

trials, the transparent cup remained visibly empty; thus, we anticipated that participants would be 

less likely to choose the transparent cup than predicted by chance.  

To communicate the location of the pompom, the experimenter used a “   k  ”—a 

plastic disc with a little protruding handle (the disc was 5 cm in diameter and 1 cm tall, the 

handle was a cylinder about 3 cm tall). This type of novel communicative cue has been validated 

in studies showing that (i) children rely on markers to locate objects from 18 months of age and 

(ii) that children treat markers differently from familiar communicative cues (Couillard & 

Woodward, 1999; Jaswal et al., 2010; Mascaro & Kovács, 2022; Mascaro & Sperber, 2019; 

Tomasello et al., 1997; Zlatev et al., 2013). During each warm-up and test trial, the cups were 

placed on a cardboard tray (64 cm × 27 cm) positioned on the child-sized table. The 

experimenter also used a large opaque screen made of white cardboard (45 cm x 48 cm x 9.5 cm) 

to occlude herself and the cups from the participants when she was hiding the pompom. A 

camera recorded the               behaviors. 

2.1.3.Procedure  

Warm-up Phase. At the beginning of the session, the experimenter showed three cups 

and a pompom to the participants. She explained that they would play a game in which they had 
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to find out where the pompom was hidden. Next, the participants were enrolled in three warm-up 

trials. At the beginning of each warm-up trial, the experimenter placed a rectangular cardboard 

tray on the table in front of her. She arranged the three cups in a row on the tray, approximately 

15 cm apart. Next, she placed the pompom under one of the cups in full view of the child. She 

asked, “Where is the pompom?” before pushing the tray toward the participant to encourage 

them to search for the reward. The experimenter let the participant search for the pompom and 

congratulated them once they found it. Three consecutive warm-up trials were conducted. During 

each of them, the pompom was placed under a different cup and at a different location (to the left 

of the child, in front, or to the right). We assumed that the participants who chose an empty cup 

during two warm-up trials or more did not understand the task, and were, therefore, excluded 

from the data analysis. Following the warm-up phase, participants were enrolled in nine 

consecutive test trials.  

Test Phase. Participants did not see where the reward was hidden at the beginning of test 

trials. Instead, the experimenter conveyed information about the location of the reward by 

placing a marker on top of the empty opaque cup. Thus, the test trials were identical to the warm-

up trials, with the following exceptions. First, the experimenter did not show the participants 

where she hid the pompom. Instead, before hiding the pompom, the experimenter placed the 

large cardboard screen on the table between the cups and the participant. The screen was large 

enough to prevent the participant from seeing where the pompom was placed. The experimenter 

always hid the pompom under one of the two opaque cups.  

Second, after hiding the pompom, the experimenter removed the screen from the test 

table, and asked, “Where is the pompom?” (Figure 1). Next, she held up the marker, and made 

eye contact with the participant, while saying, “Look”. Then, in the ambiguous condition, the 
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experimenter simply placed the marker on top of the empty opaque cup, without further verbal 

comment. In the negative condition, the experimenter manipulated the marker just like in the 

ambiguous condition, except that she said “it’s not there” while placing the marker on top of the 

empty opaque cup. In all conditions, the experimenter pushed the tray toward the participant and 

allowed them to search for the pompom. Particip      first choice of a cup during each test trial 

was our primary dependent measure.  

When the participant did not select the baited cup first, they were given a second 

opportunity to find the pompom. These second choices were coded separately from the 

participant’s first choices. We collected data on participants' second choice simply to check that 

even participants who select the marked cup as their first choice can exclude it once they 

discover that it is empty. Nine consecutive test trials were conducted in Study 1. The location of 

each cup, of the baited cup (i.e., the cup that contained the pompom), and of the cup on top of 

which the marker was placed (to the left of the child, in front, or to the right) were 

counterbalanced across trials for each participant. The color of the opaque cup under which the 

pompom was hidden (orange or purple) was randomized across trials. Overall, the entire session 

(warm-up and test phase) lasted approximatively five minutes.  

2.1.4.Coding 

We coded the participant’s first choice (i.e., which cup they lifted first) for all warm-up 

and test trials. For each test trial, we also coded the participant’s second choice of cup (in case 

they did not find the pompom in the first attempt). For each of these measures, we coded which 

cup the participant lifted first above the table. When the participant found the pompom in the 

first attempt, we coded their second attempt as missing data. All the data were double-coded by 

the experimenter and by a second coder, who was unaware of the hypotheses of the study, 
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double-coded 50% of the videos. There was a high correlation between the two rater   evaluation 

of the number of trials in which the participant selected the marked cup during their first or 

second attempts (Spearman’s rho = 1, p < .001).  

2.1.5.Analyses 

Statistical analyses were performed in the same manner for all Studies (1–3). 

Significance tests were always two-tailed. Analyses were computed using R (v. 4.3.1; R Core 

Team, 2022) on RStudio (v. 2023.06.1; Posit Team, 2023) with the following packages: dplyr (v. 

1.1.2; Wickham et al., 2023), lme4 (v. 1.1-34; Bates et al., 2015), lmerTest (v. 3.1-3; Kuznetsova 

et al., 2017) and rcompanion (v. 2.4.30; Mangiafico, 2022). For all studies, when reported, the 

Wilcoxon signed-rank effect size refers to the matched rank biserial correlation of the 

“          ” package.  

In all of the studies, we assessed the effect of our factors using generalized linear mixed 

models (GLMMs) with the selection of a specific container (e.g., the cup with the marker) as a 

binary repeated measure (binomial distribution, logit link). In all of our models, we included age, 

sex and trial number as fixed effects to be controlled for, and subject identity as a random 

intercept. We included sex in our models because this variable has small yet consistent effects on 

    l     communicative abilities (Eriksson et al., 2012; Fenson et al., 1994). The likelihood 

ratio test (LRT) was used to compare the overall fit of distinct models. In order to compare the 

              performance to what was predicted by chance, we used non-parametric tests, given 

the discontinuous nature of our data.  
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2.2.Results 

2.2.1.Warm-up Phase 

Preliminary analyses confirmed that participants systematically chose the baited cup 

during the warm-up phase, in both conditions (see Supplementary Materials, Additional Results 

and Analyses: Study 1). 

2.2.2.Test Phase: First Choice of Cup 

When analyzing               first choice of a cup during test trials, we assessed the 

effect of Condition with three pairs of models, each pair being run on the selection of one 

specific cup (either baited, marked or transparent) as a binary repeated measure. For each of 

these analyses, we fitted (1) a null model which included the fixed effects of Age (in months), 

Sex (female vs. male) and Trial number (1–9), and subject identity as a random intercept; and (2) 

a full model, which added the fixed effect of Condition (ambiguous vs. negative) to the null 

model. Next, we performed analyses on the proportion of test trials in which each participant had 

selected each of the cups (baited, marked, or transparent) during their first attempt, per Condition 

(ambiguous and negative). We compared the proportion of trials in which participants first chose 

a given cup to what was predicted by chance—1/3, since there were three cups to choose from 

(see Figure 2). 

Baited Cup. We first ran models on               choice of the baited cup. The resulting 

full model indicated that during Study 1’s test trials, participants were significantly more likely 

to select the baited cup first in the negative condition than in the ambiguous condition (β = 2. 67, 

SE = 0.74, z-value = 3.61, p < .001; LRT comparing null vs. full models:  2
(1) = 13.30, p < 

.001). The full model run on               first choice of the baited cup revealed no other 

significant effect.  
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As shown in Figure 2, the average proportion of trials in which participants selected the 

baited cup first was significantly higher than predicted by chance (1/3) in the negative condition 

(M = 0.59, Mdn = 0.67, SD = 0.35, W+ = 143, p = .013, r = .67, Wilcoxon signed-rank test). 

Conversely, the average proportion of trials in which participants selected the baited cup first 

tended to be lower than predicted by chance in the ambiguous condition (M = .20, Mdn = 0.11, 

SD = 0.23, W+ = 45, p = .08, r = -.47). 

Marked Cup. We also ran models on               choice of the marked cup. The 

resulting full model showed that Study 1’s participants were significantly less likely to select the 

marked cup first in the negative condition than in the ambiguous condition (β = -2. 24, SE = 

0.69, z-value = -3.23, p = .001; LRT comparing null vs. full models:  2
(1) = 9.98, p = .002). The 

full model also revealed a significant effect of trial number showing that               tendency 

to select the marked cup first decreased significantly across trials in Study 1 (β = -0.13, SE = 

0.06, z-value = -2.26, p = .024).  

As shown in Figure 2, the mean proportion of trials in which Study 1’s participants 

selected the marked cup first was significantly higher than that predicted by chance in the 

ambiguous condition but not in the negative condition (Ambiguous: M = 0.74, Mdn = 0.78, SD = 

0.25, W+ = 164, p < .001, r = .92; Negative: M = 0.40, Mdn = 0.33, SD = 0.36, W+ = 103, p = 

.46, r = .21, Wilcoxon signed-rank tests).  
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Figure 2.  

Performance in Study 1’s Test Phase (First Choices). 

 

 

 

Note: Average proportion of trials in which participants chose each of the cups (baited, marked, 

transparent) as their first choice, per condition (Ambiguous vs. Negative) during Study 1’s tests 

trials. Error bars represent standard errors. The dotted lines represent the level of performance 

predicted by chance (i.e., 1/3). Comparisons of proportions against chance by one-sample 
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Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. Comparisons across conditions by GLMMs (detailed results and 

model descriptions are reported in the main text). 

*: p < .05, **: p < .01, ***: p < .001. 

 

Transparent Cup. The full model showed that Study 1’s participants were significantly 

less likely to select the transparent cup as their first choice in the negative condition compared to 

the ambiguous condition (β = -2.22, SE = 1.06, z-value = -2.09, p = .037; LRT comparing null 

vs. full models:  2
(1) = 7.26, p = .007). The full model run on               first choice of the 

transparent cup revealed no other significant effect.  

As shown in Figure 2, the proportion of trials in which participants selected the 

transparent cup first was significantly lower than predicted by chance in both conditions 

(Ambiguous: M = 0.06, Mdn = 0, SD = 0.08, W+ = 0, p < .001, r = -1; Negative: M = 0.01, Mdn = 

0, SD = 0.03, W+ = 0, p < .001, r = -1, Wilcoxon signed-rank tests).  

2.2.3.Test phase: Second Choice of Cup 

In Study 1’s test trials, when participants did not find the reward in their first attempt, they 

were given a second opportunity to search for it. During these second choices, the participants 

chose the baited cup more often than predicted by chance, in both conditions (see Supplementary 

Materials, Additional Results and Analyses: Study 1). 

2.3.Discussion 

During the test phase of Study 1’s ambiguous condition, the novel cue used to 

communicate the location of the reward was ambiguous. It could be treated as indicating the 

location of the baited cup either directly (by marking it) or indirectly (by marking the empty 

opaque cup that needed to be excluded). Crucially, discovering the location of the reward by 
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excluding one empty location is costlier than learning directly where the reward is. Although the 

experimenter consistently placed the marker on the empty cup, toddlers tended to search for the 

reward under the marked cup. Thus, toddlers processed the marker as if it was easy to process. 

They assumed that the marker indicated the location of the reward directly, as opposed to 

indicating it indirectly, by signaling where the reward was not.  

Children’s tendency to select the marked cup in Study 1’s ambiguous condition cannot be 

reduced to a low-level inability to resist reaching for the marked cup. In Study 1’s negative 

condition, participants were explicitly told that the marker was placed where the reward was not. 

In that case, the participants still had to resist any putative drive to reach for the marked cup. Yet, 

toddlers were much less likely to choose the marked cup in the negative condition than in the 

ambiguous condition. Participants  second choices confirm that toddlers  tendency to choose the 

marked cup in Study 1’s ambiguous condition cannot be reduced to an inability to resist reaching 

for the marked cup. Indeed, during their second choices, participants succeeded in locating the 

reward. Thus, when performing their second choices, Study 1’s participants were able to locate 

the reward by excluding the marked cup after discovering that it was empty (in line with data 

from Gautam et al., 2021; Hill et al., 2012; Mody & Carey, 2016).  

Similarly, the behaviors of Study 1’s participants cannot be explained by a lack of 

interest in finding the reward. First, Study 1’s participants were at ceiling in choosing the baited 

cup during the warm-up trials of both conditions. Second, during the test phase of Study 1, 

toddlers chose the transparent cup (which was visibly empty) much less often than predicted by 

chance in all conditions. Third, participants selected the baited cup more often than predicted by 

chance during the test phase of Study 1’s negative condition. These results confirm that, in Study 

1, participants cared about finding the reward, and did not chose cups randomly. 
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We doubt that when processing a novel cue, toddlers (or even adults) necessarily access 

and evaluate all of its possible interpretations. Instead, toddlers might consider just a small subset 

of a cue’s possible interpretations. For instance, in Study 1’s ambiguous condition, the 

experimenter implies that she will communicate information about the reward’s location (by 

saying “Where is the pompom? Look!”) before placing a marker on one opaque cup. When this 

communicative behavior is encountered for the first time, most toddlers probably consider only 

one hypothesis, namely, that the marker is placed on the baited cup. As evidence that this 

hypothesis is incorrect accumulates, some participant might start considering alternative ones. 

However, other participants might simply never revise their initial hypothesis. Thus, in Study 1’s 

ambiguous condition, it is plausible that toddlers who kept selecting the cup with the marker 

never formed the hypothesis that the marker could be used to cue where the reward was not.  

Study 1 suggests that toddlers  interpretation of novel communicative cues is shaped by 

expectations of low processing costs. Study 2 tested how cognitive benefits (the second 

component of cost/benefit ratios) shape toddlers  processing of novel communicative cues. In 

Study 2, cognitive benefits were operationalized in terms of informativeness. The participants 

were enrolled in a hiding game comparable to that of Study 1’s ambiguous condition. However, 

we manipulated the context to modulate the informativeness of assuming that the marker was 

placed on the empty cup. We hypothesized that participants would be more likely to reach this 

interpretation when it was sufficiently informative to discover the location of the reward. Thus, 

our experimental design capitalizes on previous results showing that adults and preschoolers are 

more likely to find a negative sentence acceptable when its additional processing costs 

(compared to an affirmative one) are compensated by its cognitive benefits in terms of 

informativeness (Nordmeyer & Frank, 2018). 
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Study 2 was comparable to Study 1’s ambiguous condition — children received 

information about the reward’s location through a marker that was always placed on an empty 

cup. Yet, two main changes were introduced. First, we added a familiarization phase to reduce 

the participants  tendency to select the marked cup — since Study 1 evidenced an influence of 

cognitive costs that resulted in toddlers  tendency to select the marked cup. Second, in Study 2, 

we created two conditions in order to manipulate the informativeness of assuming that the cue 

marked the empty cup. 

 In Study 2’s transparent condition, two of the cups used to hide the reward were opaque, 

while the third one was transparent (Figure 3A). Thus, in Study 2’s transparent condition, 

assuming that the marker was placed on an empty cup was sufficiently informative to discover 

the location of the reward (by excluding the marked cup). In contrast, in the opaque condition, 

the three cups were opaque. In this case, assuming that the marker was placed on an empty cup 

was not sufficiently informative to discover the location of the reward (after excluding the 

marked cup, there were still two possible locations left for the reward). We assumed that if 

toddlers expect the cue to be informative, they should be more likely to assume that it marks the 

empty cup when this interpretation is sufficiently informative. As a result, we anticipated that the 

participants would be less likely to search for the reward under the marked cup in the transparent 

condition than in the opaque condition.  
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Figure 3.  

Schematic Representation of Study 2’s Stimuli Per Condition.  

 

Note: Panel A: Schematic representation of Study 2’s stimuli. The gray arrows indicate the 

locations of the rewards. The gray pin represents the marker placed by the experimenter. Panel 

B: Picture of actual experimental materials (transparent condition).  
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3.Study 2 

3.1.Method 

3.1.1.Participants 

In Study 2, two-years-old toddlers were randomly assigned to one of two conditions 

(Transparent condition: n = 18, M = 29.22 months, range = 23–35 months, SD = 2.92; Opaque 

condition: n = 18, M = 29.4 months, range = 23–37 months, SD = 3.79). Nine additional 

participants were excluded from the analysis for the following reasons. Five participants refused 

to complete the experiment. Due to a recruitment error, in the opaque condition, 4 additional 

participants were tested beyond the planned 18 participants. We included data from these 

supernumerary participants in a complementary analysis (see the Supplementary Materials, 

Additional Results and Analyses: Study 2). This additional analysis showed that the pattern of 

significant results that we observed remained the same regardless of whether we included the 

supernumerary participants tested beyond the planned sample size.  

3.1.2.Materials 

The materials used in Study 2 were the same as those used in Study 1, with the following 

changes. All the opaque cups were of the same color (purple) and had a window (4 cm × 4 cm) 

on their side, thus making it possible for the participants to see the contents of a cup when the 

window was facing them. In the transparent condition we used a fully transparent cup and two 

opaque ones, and in the opaque condition we used three opaque cups (Figure 3B).  

3.1.3.Procedure 

Warm-up Phase. The warm-up trials of Study 2 followed the same procedure as in 

Study 1 (after hiding the pompom in full view of the participant, the experimenter encouraged 
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them to search for it). During the warm-up phase, the cups  windows were turned away from the 

participant. The warm-up phase was followed by a familiarization phase.  

Familiarization Phase. The familiarization trials of Study 2 followed the same 

procedure as the test trials of Study 1   ambiguous condition, except that the cup   windows 

were turned toward the participant, thus making it possible for them to see the       contents. 

Therefore, in each familiarization trial, the experimenter hid the pompom under one of the 

opaque cups, while an opaque cardboard screen prevented the participant from seeing where the 

pompom was placed. Next, the experimenter removed the screen from the test table and placed 

the marker on an empty opaque cup before encouraging the participant to search for the 

pompom. Crucially, during the familiarization trials, the participant could see the contents of the 

cups through the windows. Three consecutive familiarization trials were conducted, followed by 

the test phase.  

Test Phase. The test trials of Study 2 followed the same procedure as Study 2’s 

familiarization trials, except that the opaque       windows were turned away from the 

participant, thus making it impossible for them to see inside these cups. Nine consecutive test 

trials were conducted. Overall, the entire session (warm-up, familiarization and test phase) lasted 

approximatively eight min.  

During the warm-up, familiarization, and test phases of all the conditions, we 

counterbalanced the locations of the baited cup and of the cup on top of which the marker was 

placed (to the left of, in front of, or to the right of the child) across trials for each participant. 

During the warm-up, familiarization, and test phases of the transparent condition, we also 

counterbalanced the location of the fully transparent cup (to the left of, in front of, or to the right 

of the child) across trials for each participant. 
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3.1.4.Coding 

We coded the participant’s first choice (i.e., which cup they lifted first) for all warm-up, 

familiarization and test trials. For the test trials, we also coded the participant’s second choice of 

cup (in case they did not find the pompom in the first attempt), just like in Study 1. All the data 

were coded by the first author and a second coder, who was unaware of the hypotheses of the 

study, double-coded 50% of the videos. There was a high correlation between the two         

evaluation of the number of trials in which the participants selected the marked cup during their 

first and second choices (Spearman’s rho = .98, p < .001).  

 

3.2.Results 

3.2.1.Warm-up and Familiarization Phases 

Participants chose the baited cup more often than predicted by chance during the warm-

up and familiarization phases of Study 2, in both conditions (see Supplementary Materials, 

Additional Results and Analyses: Study 2). 

3.2.2.Test Phase: First Choice of Cup 

Just like in Study 1, we assessed the effect of Condition during test trials by running 

GLMMs on the participant   choice of a given cup as a binary repeated dependent measure. We 

fitted (1) null models, which included subject identity as a random intercept, and the fixed effect 

of Age (in months), Trial number (1–9) and Sex (female vs. male) and (2) full models, which 

added the fixed effect of Condition (transparent vs. opaque) to the null models.  

Baited Cup. We first ran models on participant   choice of the baited cup. The resulting 

full model showed that Study 2’s participants selected the baited cup first significantly more 

often in the transparent condition than in the opaque condition (β = 3.11, SE = 0.66, z-value = 
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4.74, p < .001; LRT comparing null vs. full models:  2
(1) = 20.59, p < .001). The full model also 

revealed a main effect of Age indicating older participants were more likely to select the baited 

cup first than younger ones (β = 0.24, SE = 0.1, z-value = 2.5, p = .012).  

The average proportion of test trials in which Study 2’s participants selected the baited 

cup first was higher than predicted by chance in the transparent condition, and lower than 

predicted by chance in the opaque condition (Figure 4; Transparent: M = 0.57, Mdn = 0.56, SD = 

0.37, W+ = 136, p = .029, r = .59; Opaque: M = 0.15, Mdn = 0.11, SD = 0.16, W+ = 13, p = .002, 

r = -.85 Wilcoxon signed-rank tests).  

Marked Cup. We also ran models on participant   choice of the marked cup. The 

resulting full model indicated that Study 2’s participants were significantly less likely to select 

the marked cup first in the opaque condition than in the transparent condition (β = -2.29, SE = 

0.77, z-value = -3, p = .003; LRT comparing null vs. full models:  2
(1) = 9.10, p = .003). The 

full model also revealed a main effect of Age indicating older participants were less likely to 

select the marked cup than younger ones (β = -0.28, SE = 0.11, z-value = -2.49, p = .013).  

As Figure 4 shows, during Study 2’s test phase, the average proportion of trials in which 

the participants first selected the marked cup was significantly higher than predicted by chance in 

the opaque condition (M = 0.67, Mdn = 0.76, SD = 0.32, W+ = 157, p = .002, r = .84, Wilcoxon 

signed-rank test), but not in the transparent condition (M = 0.40, Mdn = 0.33, SD = 0.37, W+ = 

95, p = .69, r = .11, Wilcoxon signed-rank test). 

In Study 2   transparent condition, the average proportion of trials in which the 

participants selected the marked cup first did not differ significantly from what was predicted by 

chance. Yet, children did not behave randomly in this condition. In fact, in the transparent 

condition, participants tended to use systematic strategies. One could consider that in Study 2’s 
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transparent condition, the participants used a systematic strategy if they selected one specific cup 

(e.g., the marked cup, or the unmarked opaque cup) more often than chance would predict, that 

is, for eight or more trials out of nine. More participants selected the marked cup systematically, 

in this sense, than what is predicted by chance (three participants out of 16, p < .001, g = -0.31, 

binomial test, with a proportion predicted by chance equal to .00097; for this analysis, we 

included only participants who participated in all trials, n = 16). Similarly, more participants 

selected the unmarked opaque cup systematically than what is predicted by chance (six 

participants out of 16, p < .001, g = -0.13, binomial test with a proportion predicted by chance 

equal to .00097). Finally, we assessed the proportion of participants who did not systematically 

avoid or select the marked cup (i.e., selected the marked cup in at least two trials, or seven trials 

at most). This proportion was significantly lower than that predicted by chance (seven 

participants out of 16, p < .001, g = -0.06, binomial test, a proportion predicted by chance equal 

to .86). Thus, in Study 2’s transparent condition, children tended to use one of two strategies: 

either systematically selecting the marked cup or systematically selecting the unmarked opaque 

cup. 

Unmarked Empty Cup. When analyzing Study 2’s data we did not run GLMMs 

assessing the effect of condition on participant   choice of the unmarked empty cup because the 

unmarked empty cup differed across conditions (being transparent in the transparent condition, 

and opaque in the opaque condition). During the test phase of Study 2, the average proportion of 

trials in which participants selected the unmarked empty cup was higher than predicted by 

chance in both conditions (Figure 4; Transparent: M = 0.04, Mdn = 0, SD = 0.07, W+ = 0, p < 

.001, r = -1 ; Opaque: M = 0.18, Mdn = 0.12, SD = 0.18, W+ = 23, p = .007, r = -.73, Wilcoxon 

signed-rank tests). 
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In an exploratory analysis, we also compared performance in Studies 1 and 2. Study 2’s 

transparent condition was modeled after Study 1’s ambiguous condition, with the addition of a 

familiarization phase designed to increase participant   performance in finding the pompom. The 

exploratory analysis confirmed that this manipulation was effective (see Supplementary 

Materials, Additional Results and Analyses: Study 2).  

 

Figure 4. 

Performance in Study 2’s Test Phase (First Choices) 
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Note: Average proportion of trials in which participants chose each of the cups (baited, marked, 

empty) as their first choice, per condition (transparent vs. opaque) during Study 2’s tests trials. 

Error bars represent standard errors. The dotted lines represent the level of performance 

predicted by chance (i.e., 1/3). Comparisons of proportions against chance by one-sample 

Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. Comparisons across conditions by GLMMs (detailed results and 

model descriptions are reported in the main text). 

*: p < .05, **: p < .01, ***: p < .001. 
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3.2.3.Test Phase: Second Choice of Cup 

In Study 2, participants selected the baited cup as their second choice more often than 

predicted by chance in both conditions (see Supplementary Materials, Additional Results and 

Analyses: Study 2). 

Discussion 

Study 2’s results indicate that toddler   processing of unfamiliar communicative cues is 

guided by expectations of informativeness. In the test phase of Study 2’s opaque condition, the 

participants kept searching first for the reward under the marked cup. Indeed, in Study 2’s 

opaque condition, assuming that the marked cup was empty was not informative enough to 

discover the location of the reward. By contrast, in the transparent condition of Study 2, 

excluding the marked cup was sufficiently informative to discover the location of the reward. As 

predicted, the participants were more likely to exclude the marked cup in this condition than in 

the opaque condition. This result is all the more remarkable given that the marker was always 

used in the same manner —only the context differed across conditions.  

Moreover, it is important to note that toddlers did not behave randomly in Study 2’s 

transparent condition. They relied on one of two distinct strategies: either systematically 

excluding the marked cup, or systematically choosing it. This result indicates that a subset — but 

not all— of our participants reached the accurate interpretation of the marker in Study 2’s 

transparent condition.  

Study 2’s data confirm that toddler   tendency to rely on the marker in Studies 1-2 did 

not originate from an inability to exclude the marked cup. First, toddlers had no difficulties to 

disengage from the marker. In Studies 1-2, they performed at ceiling when excluding the marker 

on their second choice, once they had discovered that the marked cup was empty. Second, if 
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toddler   tendency to select the marked cup had been unconditional, toddlers would have 

behaved similarly in the transparent and in the opaque conditions of Study 2.  

Note that Study 2’s primary conclusions are based on the effect of condition on 

participant   tendency to choose the marked cup first. In Study 2’s test phase, condition also had 

an effect on participant   tendency to choose the baited cup first. Yet this effect was not as 

theoretically informative as the effect of condition on participant   choice of the marked cup. 

Understandably, after excluding the marked cup, participants could systematically choose the 

(unique) remaining opaque cup in the transparent condition. By contrast, after excluding the 

marked cup, participants had to choose randomly between two unmarked opaque cups in the 

opaque condition, thus explaining why they were less likely to select the baited cup in that 

condition than in the transparent condition.  

Studies 1-2 focused on “indexicals" (Burks, 1949), i.e., signs referring to some objects by 

means of a direct spatio-temporal connection. Study 3 investigated whether toddler   

expectations of informativeness can be found for novel communicative cues that differ from 

indexicals. In Study 3 we assessed whether expectations of informativeness guide toddler   

processing of visual icons. Study 3’s ambiguous cue condition tested whether toddlers would 

process a novel ambiguous visual symbol as if it were informative. In Study 3’s ambiguous cue 

condition, the participants had to find a reward hidden in one of four boxes on which pictures 

were glued (see Figure 5). The same picture was glued to three of the boxes (henceforth, the 

repeated picture), and a second picture was glued to the fourth box (henceforth, the unique 

picture). Before the participants could search for the reward, the experimenter showed them an 

ambiguous cue card. The cue card shared one feature with the unique picture and another feature 

with the repeated picture. For instance, the cue card might have the same shape as the unique 
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picture, and the same pattern as the repeated picture (we counterbalanced across trials which 

feature — pattern or shape —the cue card shared with the unique and repeated pictures). In short, 

the cue card was ambiguous, in that it could be taken to refer to the box with the unique symbol, 

or to the three boxes with the repeated symbol. Assuming that the cue card referred to the box 

with the unique symbol was more informative—it maximally reduced the participant   

uncertainty about the reward's location. Conversely, assuming that the cue card referred to the 

boxes with the repeated symbol was less informative — since there were several boxes with a 

repeated symbol to choose from. We anticipated that toddlers would assume that the cue card 

was informative enough to discover the reward, and thus would search for the reward inside the 

box with the unique picture stuck to it.  

Furthermore, to test whether our participants answered on the basis of the cue card in the 

ambiguous cue condition, we also used an irrelevant cue control condition. In the latter, the 

experimenter communicated with a cue card whose picture shared no common feature with any 

of the pictures on the boxes. Thus, in the irrelevant cue condition, the cue card carried no 

relevant information about the location of the reward. Accordingly, in this second condition, we 

anticipated that toddlers would be no more likely than chance would predict to search for the 

reward inside the box with the unique picture. 

 

Figure 5. 

Study 3’s Stimuli.  
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Note: Panel A: Schematic representation of the stimuli in Study 3. The gray arrows indicate the 

locations of the pompom. Panel B: Picture of actual experimental materials. 

 

4.Study 3 

4.1.Method 

4.1.1.Participants 

In Study 3, two-years-old toddlers were randomly assigned to one of two conditions 

(Ambiguous cue condition: n = 18; Mage = 28.94 months, range = 24-37 months, SD = 3.83; 

Irrelevant cue condition: n = 18, Mage = 28.83 months, range = 24-36 months, SD = 4.00). Ten 

additional participants were excluded from the analysis for the following reasons: refusal to 

complete the whole experiment (5), failing to understand the task, that is, choosing an empty box 

for two or more trials during the warm-up phase (3), and technical issues (2). 

4.1.2.Materials and set-up 

The materials used in Study 3 were the same as those used in Study 1, with the following 

changes. Instead of searching for the reward inside the cups, the participants had to find the 

pompom in one out of four upside-down wooden boxes of identical size and shape (8 cm × 8 cm 

× 10 cm each). In Study 3 we used 4 containers (unlike in Studies 1-2) in order to increase the 

difference of informativeness between the two possible interpretations of the cue in the 

ambiguous cue condition. During the warm-up phase, plain boxes without pictures were used. 

During the test phase, each box had a picture glued on its front face, and the experimenter 

communicated with the child using cue cards (7 cm × 8 cm) on which pictures had been drawn. 

Each picture had a shape and was filled with a colored pattern. To create all the pictures used in 

the experiment, we used eight different shapes (circle, crescent, parallelogram, pentagon, 
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rhombus, rounded-corner triangle, square, and star) and eight different patterns (small confetti, 

colored dots, diamonds, Scottish tartan, waves, interweaved patterns, white diagonal bricks, 

white dots on a dark background). Young children tend to rely more heavily on shape than on 

color information in several learning contexts, a phenomenon sometimes called “ h  shape b   ” 

(e.g., Diesendruck & Bloom, 2003; Landau et al., 1988). In Study 3, we aimed to counteract the 

shape bias by contrasting patterns (rather than plain colors) with shapes. Patterns are composed 

of small shapes; thus, they are more likely than mere plain colors to have equal salience to 

external shapes.  

4.1.3.Procedure 

Warm-up Phase. The warm-up phase procedure was the same for all conditions and it 

was identical to the warm-up phase of Study 1, with the following exceptions. First, there were 

four warm-up trials (instead of three). Second, the experimenter did not hide the reward under 

the cups, but under one of four identical plain boxes (without pictures on their front side). The 

location of the box containing the pompom on the cardboard tray (outer left, central left, central 

right, or outer right position) was counterbalanced across trials within participants. The warm-up 

phase was followed by a test phase.  

Test Phase. Eight consecutive test trials were divided into two blocks of four trials. The 

test trials were identical to the warm-up trials, with the following exceptions.  

First, during the test phase, pictures were glued to the front face of the boxes used to hide 

the reward. The front faces of the boxes were turned toward the participant throughout the test 

phase. For each test trial, one picture—repeated picture—was glued to three of the boxes. A 

different picture—the unique picture—was glued to the fourth box (see Figure 5). The shape and 

pattern of the unique and repeated pictures varied from trial to trial. For each participant, we used 
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four different unique pictures and four different repeated pictures in each of the two blocks of 

test trials. Each picture glued on the boxes was used as a unique picture for half of the 

participants, and as a repeated picture for the other half. In each test trial, all the pictures glued 

on the boxes were of the same color (green, blue, purple, or orange).  

Second, during Study 3’s test phase, the experimenter did not show the participant where 

she hid the pompom. Instead, before hiding the pompom, the experimenter placed the large 

cardboard screen on the table between the cups and the participant. In all conditions, the 

experimenter always hid the pompom under the box with the unique picture. We randomized 

across trials the location of the box with the unique picture on the cardboard tray (outer left, 

central left, central right, or outer right position). After hiding the pompom, the experimenter 

removed the screen from the test table and asked, “Where is the pompom?” Next, she 

communicated with the child by holding up a cue card, waited for an eye contact with the 

participant, looked at the participant in the eye while saying, “Hey, look!” while pointing at the 

picture on the card.  

The pairings between the cue cards and boxes differed across conditions. In the test trials 

of the ambiguous cue condition, the picture on the cue card was ambiguous because it shared a 

different common feature with the unique picture and with the repeated pictures on the boxes. 

For each participant, in half of the trials, the picture on the cue card had the same shape as the 

unique picture, and the same filling pattern as the repeated pictures; in the other half of the trials, 

the opposite was true. Thus, in the ambiguous cue condition, the picture on the cue card could be 

used to refer either to the box with a unique picture, or to the three boxes with repeated pictures. 

However, the most informative interpretation of the cue card was that it referred to the unique 
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picture, which resulted in a maximal reduction of the participant   uncertainty about the location 

of the reward (Figure 5).  

In the test trials of the irrelevant cue condition, the picture on the cue card had no 

common feature with any of the pictures glued on the boxes, that is, its shape and filling pattern 

were different from those of the unique and repeated pictures. For instance, in the example 

shown on Figure 5A, a circle with dots is drawn on the irrelevant cue card, while on the boxes 

there are either stars with waves (repeated pictures), or a pentagon with lines (unique picture). 

Thus, in the irrelevant cue condition, the cue card provided no information about the location of 

the reward. To achieve this result, we used the same sets of boxes and cue cards as in the 

ambiguous cue condition, and simply modified which cue card was paired with each given set of 

boxes. 

In all conditions, after showing the cue card to the participant, the experimenter pushed 

the cardboard tray toward them, while asking again, “Where is the pompom?” Next, the 

participant was left to freely search inside the boxes until they found the pompom. At that point 

the trial ended. In case the participant chose the wrong box, the experimenter asked again, 

“Where is the pompom?” and added “Look!” while pointing at the picture on the card. Overall, 

the entire session (warm-up and test phase) lasted approximatively fifteen minutes.  

4.1.4.Coding 

For each trial, we coded which box the participants chose first, that is, which box they 

lifted first above the table. In a few trials, Study 3   participants lifted two containers almost at 

the same time (5 trials out of 432). In these cases, we used frame-by-frame offline coding from 

video recordings to determine which of the two containers the participant had lifted first. The 

participants received a score of 1 for each trial in which they selected the box with a unique 
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picture and 0 otherwise. All the data were coded by the first author, and a second coder, who was 

unaware of the hypotheses of the study, double-coded 50% of the videos. There was a high 

correlation between the two         evaluation of the number of trials in which the participants 

had selected the box with the unique picture (S          rho = .95, p < .001). Disagreements 

were resolved through discussion.  

 

4.2.Results 

4.2.1.Warm-up Phase 

Participants chose the baited container more often than predicted by chance during the 

warm-up phase of Study 3, in both conditions (see additional results and analyses: Study 3 in the 

Supplementary Materials). 

4.2.2.Test Phase 

To assess the effect of Condition we ran GLMMs with the participant   choice of the 

container with the unique picture as a binary repeated dependent measure. We fitted (1) a null 

model, which included subject identity as a random intercept, and the fixed effects of Age (in 

months), Trial number (1–9), Sex (female vs. male); (2) a full model, which added the fixed 

effect of Condition (Ambiguous vs. Irrelevant cue) to the null model. Comparing the null model 

to the full model revealed that adding Condition to the null model improved its goodness of fit 

by a LRT ( 2
(1) = 3.94, p = .047). The full model revealed a significant main effect of Condition 

(β = -0.52, SE = 0.27, z-value = -1.97, p = .049) showing that children tended to select the box 

with the unique picture more often in the ambiguous cue condition than in the irrelevant cue 

condition. In addition, the full model revealed a main effect of Age indicating older participants 
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were more likely to select the marked cup than younger ones (β = 0.07, SE = 0.03, z-value = 

2.00, p = .046).  

Next, we performed analyses on the proportion of test trials in which participants selected 

the box with the unique picture to that predicted by chance — 1/4, since there were four boxes to 

choose from. As Figure 6 shows, the average proportion of trials in which the participants first 

chose the box with the unique picture was significantly higher than that predicted by chance only 

in the ambiguous cue condition (Ambiguous: M = 0.36, Mdn = 0.38, SD = 0.19, W+ = 121, p = 

.006, r = .78; Irrelevant: M = 0.27, Mdn = 0.25, SD = 0.13, W+ = 28, p = .55, r = .24, Wilcoxon 

signed-rank tests).  

We also conducted an additional analysis to assess any possible effect of the feature that 

the cue-card shared with the unique picture in the ambiguous cue condition (i.e., same shape or 

same pattern). This analysis showed no effect of the feature shared by the cue-card and the 

unique picture on the participant   performance (for details see additional results and analysis: 

Study 3 in the Supplementary Materials).  

 

Figure 6.  

Performance During the Test Trials of Study 3 Per Condition (Ambiguous and Irrelevant Cue 

Conditions).  
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Note: Mean proportion of success in all trials (error bars indicate the SEM). The dotted lines 

represent the level of performance predicted by chance (1/4). Comparisons of proportions against 

chance by one-sample Wilcoxon-signed rank tests. Comparisons across conditions by GLMMs 

(detailed results and model descriptions are reported in the main text). 

*: p < .05, **: p < .01 

 

4.3.Discussion 

In Study 3’s ambiguous cue condition, toddlers processed the ambiguous novel icon as if 

it were sufficiently informative to discover the location of the reward. It is likely that the 

children’s choice of the box with the unique picture in the ambiguous cue condition was guided 

by the cue card. Indeed, in the irrelevant cue condition (which was identical to the informative 

cue condition, except that the cue cards carried no information about the location of the reward), 
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the participants did not select the box with the unique picture more often than predicted by 

chance.  

In Study 3, participants managed to find the reward more often than predicted by chance 

in the ambiguous cue condition. Yet,     l     performance remained far from ceiling, perhaps 

because it required to flexibly alternate between relying on shapes and patterns. Shifting between 

rules is an executively taxing process that is challenging for young children (Doebel & Zelazo, 

2015). Moreover, in Study 3, the               performance did not improve significantly across 

trials. This absence of learning might seem surprising, considering that the participants could 

have gradually learned that the reward was always located under the box with the unique symbol. 

This absence of learning might result from the communicative nature of our task. When children 

are provided with pedagogical information from an adult, they tend to focus on it narrowly, at the 

expense of other potential sources of information (Bonawitz et al., 2011). Thus, it is possible that 

in Study 3, participants focused primarily on using the cue-card shown by the experimenter to 

discover the location of the reward, at the expense at any other strategy that they might have used 

in a non-communicative context.  

 

5.General Discussion 

Our data suggest that toddlers process unfamiliar communicative cues as if they were 

sufficiently easy to process, informative, and accurate. In all three studies, children had to use a 

novel cue in order to locate a reward hidden under one of several containers. 

Study 1 investigated the effect of processing costs on toddler   processing of novel 

communicative cues. In Study 1, the experimenter always placed an unfamiliar communicative 

cue (a marker) on one of the two opaque cups. In the negative condition, the participants were 
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explicitly told that the marker was placed where the reward was not. In that case, participants 

selected the baited cup more often than predicted by chance during their first choice. In short, 

Study 1’s negative condition confirmed that participants could resist reaching for the location 

where the marker was placed. Conversely, in Study 1’s ambiguous condition, the experimenter 

did not clarify explicitly what the marker conveyed. In that case, the marker could receive at 

least two possible interpretations which contradicted each other and differed in ease of 

processing. The marker could be interpreted as directly indicating the location of the cup 

containing the reward (by being placed on top of it). An alternative and more costly 

interpretation of the marker was that it indicated where the marker was not, thereby allowing the 

participants to discover the location of the reward (by excluding the marked cup). Among these 

two possible interpretations, children were more likely to use the less costly one, despite 

receiving repeated feedback showing that the marker was always placed on the empty opaque 

cup. Thus, Study 1 indicate that toddler   processing of novel cues is guided by an expectation of 

processing ease.  

Studies 2 and 3 provide evidence for the effect of cognitive benefits on toddler   

processing of novel cues. In Study 2, toddlers participated in a hiding game in which a marker 

was placed on an empty cup. Importantly, assuming that the marker was placed on the empty 

location was sufficiently informative to discover the location of the reward only in the opaque 

condition, and not in the transparent condition. Accordingly, participants were more likely to 

keep searching for the reward under the marked cup in the opaque condition than in the 

transparent condition. Thus, Study 2’s results suggest that toddlers process the novel 

communicative cue as if it were used in a sufficiently informative manner. In Study 3’s 

ambiguous cue condition, participants had to choose between two interpretations of a picture, 
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which could be taken to refer either to the pattern or to the shape of the image placed on the 

container containing the reward. Overall, toddlers were more likely to choose the most 

informative interpretation of the picture, that is, the interpretation that reduced maximally their 

uncertainty about the location of the reward. The data of Studies 2-3 dovetail with results 

showing that preschoolers process familiar communicative cues (labels) by assuming that 

speakers are informative (Bohn et al., 2022; Frank & Goodman, 2014). Here, we provide 

evidence for a comparable learning strategy in younger children (toddlers) when processing 

novel nonverbal cues.  

We find that when processing novel communicative cues, toddlers tend to converge 

towards interpretations that are easy to process, and informative. Importantly, we do not claim 

that toddlers consider all the possible hypotheses about the interpretation of the novel cues 

(markers or icons), evaluate their cost-benefit ratios, and subsequently, chose the hypothesis 

whose cost-benefit ratio is the lowest. Our data can be explained by simpler processes, where 

toddlers access first the hypothesis that has a better cost-benefit ratio, and never consider 

alternative hypotheses.  

Studies 1-2 also suggest that toddlers expect novel communicative cues to be accurate. 

Previous studies have shown that, by preschool age, children expect information conveyed by 

familiar means to be accurate. For instance, young preschoolers find it hard not to trust familiar 

communicative cues, such as pointing and testimony, even when these familiar cues are 

misleading (Heyman et al., 2013; Jaswal et al., 2010; Mascaro & Sperber, 2009; Vanderbilt et 

al., 2011), or when they conflict with other sources of information, such as emotional 

expressions (Kachel, Hardecker, et al., 2021). Moreover, extensive experience with a 

communicative cue is not needed to trigger young children’s trust. Toddlers rely on unfamiliar 
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cues (Tomasello et al., 1997; Zlatev et al., 2013), and can trust them very strongly (Mascaro & 

Kovács, 2022). For instance, in Mascaro and Kovács (2022), an adult used a marker to convey 

the location of a reward (hidden in one of two cups). First, the adult used the marker reliably, by 

placing it on top of the reward’s location. Next, during the test trials, the participants saw where 

the reward was hidden, but the adult placed the marker on the empty cup. By 18-months-old 

onwards, toddlers searched for the reward in the marked location (rather than where they saw it) 

when the adult was well-informed. These data indicate that very little experience with the 

reliability of a cue can elicit powerful trust in toddlers.  

Our data complement these past studies by showing that toddlers can rely strongly on a 

novel cue even when they have never experienced that this specific cue was reliable in the past. 

In Mascaro and Kovács (2022), toddlers received some evidence that the novel cue was reliable 

prior to the test. By contrast, in our Studies 1-2, the novel cue was never placed on the cup 

containing the reward (neither in the familiarization phase of Study 2, nor in the test phases of 

Studies 1-2). Yet, toddlers kept searching for the reward under the marked cup in the ambiguous 

condition of study 1, and in the opaque condition of Study 2. Thus, our data indicate that toddlers 

can extend their disposition to rely on communicated information to novel cues that they have 

never experienced to be reliable. Such a capacity is crucial to learn from novel communicative 

behaviors, such as novel words, or demonstrations.  

Note that we do not claim that toddler   trust in communicated information is unlimited 

— there is abundant evidence for young children’s capacity to select informants, and to assess 

communicated information from an early age (e.g., Bazhydai et al., 2020; Begus & Southgate, 

2012; Castelain et al., 2018; Chow et al., 2008; Dautriche et al., 2021; Kachel, Moore, et al., 

2021; Koenig & Echols, 2003; Koenig & Woodward, 2010; Tummeltshammer et al., 2014; for 
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reviews and meta-analyses, see Clément, 2010; Harris et al., 2018; Poulin-Dubois & Brosseau-

Liard, 2016; Sobel & Finiasz, 2020; Tong et al., 2020). Nor do we claim that toddlers process 

communicated information by assuming that adults are always competent and knowledgeable. 

Indeed, children modulate their processing of communicated information based on what others 

have seen from toddlerhood onwards (for a review, see Mazzarella & Pouscoulous, 2021). More 

simply, our data indicate that when toddlers face a knowledgeable and confident adult 

communicating using a novel cue, toddlers tend to treat this cue as if it were reliable.  

Our findings can be explained by two types of processes (not mutually exclusive). First, 

they may arise as a consequence of cognitive system   tendency to be geared toward efficiency. 

Ceteris paribus, minds should be built to prioritize processes that yield important benefits, while 

reducing the associated costs (Chater & Vitányi, 2003; Sperber & Wilson, 1986). As a result, the 

cognitive system should focus on simpler hypotheses rather than on more complex ones when 

processing a novel cue. More generally, a preference for simplicity may characterize cognition at 

large, such that individuals first generate simpler hypotheses (Chater & Vitányi, 2003). Thus, a 

preference for simplicity should lead toddlers to consider first, or to give more weight to the 

hypotheses about the interpretation of cues that are easier to process. 

Similarly, cognitive systems might tend to focus on hypotheses whose putative cognitive 

benefits are high, rather than low, when processing novel cues. We found that toddlers processed 

novel cues as if they were accurate (Studies 1-2) and informative (Studies 2-3). Some degree of 

accuracy is a basic property of cues (a completely inaccurate cue is not a cue at all). Likewise, 

hypothesis generation and hypothesis testing should favor considering and testing first 

hypotheses that, if proven true, might reduce one’s uncertainty. In short, minds should be built to 

detect cognitively useful regularities before other regularities, and to rely upon those regularities 
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above others. Cognitively useful regularities yield important benefits while having reduced costs. 

This general property of minds could explain toddler   tendency to process novel cues by 

assuming that their cognitive benefits are high.  

Second, toddler   tendency to process novel communicative cues by assuming that they 

are cognitively useful may result from communication-specific processes. First, toddler   

positive expectations about novel cues might be triggered by the recognition of an intention to 

communicate. By offering information, sources of communication imply that the information 

they provide is cognitively useful (Frank, 2016; Sperber & Wilson, 1986). For this reason, the 

detection of communicative intentions may trigger specific expectations about the cognitive 

utility of communicated information. Such expectations should lead learners to process 

communicative cues as if their cost/benefit ratios were low. Second, the specific source 

manipulating novel cues might contribute to trigger positive expectations in toddlers. In our 

studies, cues were handled by seemingly benevolent and competent adults, a priori likely to want 

to help the child. Thus, toddlers might expect that adults typically provide them with cognitively 

useful information, with sufficiently high cognitive benefits, and sufficient low processing costs.  

Our studies were not designed to adjudicate between the role of general cognitive factors 

and that of communication-specific factors in shaping toddler   processing of novel cues. In fact, 

we find it plausible that both a general tendency to be geared toward cognitive efficiency and 

communication-specific expectations may jointly contribute to guiding the processing of novel 

communicative cues. By assuming that communicative cues are easy to process, informative and 

accurate, learners exert pressure on communicative systems that, in turn, contribute to ensuring 

that their expectations of cognitive utility are warranted. In the wake of Zipf’s (1949) seminal 

work, many studies suggest that emitters of communicative messages balance the constraint of 
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minimizing their own efforts with the requirement to fulfill their audience’s needs (Caplan et al., 

2020; Fedzechkina et al., 2017; Fedzechkina & Jaeger, 2020; Kanwal et al., 2017; Piantadosi et 

al., 2011; Zipf, 1949). The optimization of communication at the interaction level has cascading 

consequences on the cultural dynamics at the population level. It is likely to lead to the 

emergence and stabilization of communicatively efficient systems, which are informative, easy 

to process, and easy to produce (Fedzechkina et al., 2018; Gibson et al., 2019; Mahowald et al., 

2018).  

Our data provide direct evidence for the mechanisms that may support the emergence of 

efficient communicative systems, by demonstrating that learners exert pressure on 

communicative efficiency. First, we found that toddlers have great difficulties discovering the 

meaning of cues that are either too costly (because they are difficult to process, in Study 1’s 

ambiguous condition), or not beneficial enough (because they are insufficiently informative, in 

Study 2's opaque condition). As a result, suboptimal uses of communicative cues are less likely 

to be understood by toddlers, compared to optimal ones. Second, toddlers readily processed cues 

as if they were used efficiently. In Study 1’s ambiguous condition and Study 2    opaque 

condition, toddlers processed the novel cue as if it was placed on the cup containing the reward 

across nine consecutive trials, and despite systematic evidence to the contrary. Thus, toddlers 

processed novel communicative cues as if they had a low cost/benefit ratio.  

Therefore, our data indicate that by toddlerhood, learners shape communicative systems 

in at least two ways: by discovering the meaning of communicative cues more easily when they 

are cognitively useful, and by reinterpreting communicative cues whose cognitive utility is 

suboptimal. Across multiple learners and multiple generations, these two phenomena should give 
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an advantage to the cultural transmission, diffusion, and stabilization of efficient uses of 

communicative cues over inefficient ones.  
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7.Supplementary Materials 

 

7.1.Demographic Information About the Recruitment Pool 

Our participants were recruited from large French urban areas (> 1000000 inhabitants). 

Below, we report official data about the living conditions in our recruitment area (extracted in 

February 2023 from the repository of the National Institute of Statistics and Economics Studies, 

https://www.insee.fr/fr/statistiques/5039899?sommaire=5040030). To make the characterization 

of our recruitment area more informative, we also report information about French national 

averages. The median annual income per household is slightly above the national average (Lyon: 

22510€; Paris: 23210€; French average: 21110€). In our recruitment area, more than 50% of the 

out-of-school population has a college degree or equivalent (Lyon: 55%; Paris: 63%; French 

average: 31%). The poverty and unemployment rates of our recruitment area are respectively 

15% and 12% (both in Lyon and Paris); they are comparable to the national averages (French 

average poverty rate: 15%; French average unemployment rate: 13%). In our recruitment area, 

more than 2/3
rd

 of children lives in a so-called "traditional" family, where all the children living 

in the home are those of the couple, whereas less than 20% of children live in a single-parent 

family (French average number of single parent families: 23%). In short, in comparison to the 

national average, the population in our recruitment pool is more educated, and slightly more 

affluent. 

The daycare centers that participated in the study were private. Their cost is state-

regulated and the same as the cost of public daycare centers (approximatively from 0.15€/h to 

4€/h  depending on f   l     income level and number of children — families with less resources 

pay less).  

https://www.insee.fr/fr/statistiques/5039899?sommaire=5040030
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7.2.Additional Results and Analyses: Study 1  

7.2.1.Study 1’s Warm-up Phase 

During Study 1’s warm-up phase, participants invariably selected the baited cup. Thus, 

the proportion of warm-up trials in which participants selected the baited cup was higher than 

predicted by chance (1/3), in both conditions (Ambiguous: M = 1, Mdn = 1, SD = 0, W+ = 171, p 

< .001, r = 1; Negative: M = 1, Mdn = 1, SD = 0, W+ = 171, p < .001, r = 1; Wilcoxon signed-

rank tests). Therefore, during warm-up trials participants selected one the two empty cups less 

often than predicted by chance, in both conditions (M = 0, Mdn = 0, SD = 0, W+ = 0, p < .001, r = 

-1 for the empty opaque and transparent cups in both conditions, Wilcoxon signed-rank tests). In 

short, participants were at ceiling in selecting the baited cup during Study 1’s warm-up trials — 

thus establishing that they were motivated to find the reward. 

7.2.2.Study 1’s Test Phase: Second Choice of Cup 

When analyzing the               second choice of cup, we did not run GLMMs because 

the participants sometimes found the pompom on their first attempt, thus resulting in missing 

data for their second choice in multiple trials.  

Baited Cup. Participants selected the baited cup as their second choice significantly 

more often than predicted by chance in both condition (Ambiguous: M = 0.85, Mdn = 0.86, SD = 

0.14, W+ = 91, p < .001, r = 1; Negative: M = 0.95, Mdn = 1, SD = 0.16, W+ = 171, p < .001, r = 

1; Wilcoxon signed-rank tests).  

Marked Cup. The mean proportion of trials in which the participants selected the 

marked cup on their second attempt was significantly lower than that predicted by chance in both 

conditions (Ambiguous: M = 0.11, Mdn = 0.06, SD = 0.12, W+ = 0, p < .001, r = -1; Negative: M 
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= 0, Mdn = 0, SD = 0, W+ = 0, p < .001, r = -1 Wilcoxon signed-rank tests). Thus, Study 1’s 

participants had no difficulty excluding the marked cup once they had discovered that it was 

empty.  

Transparent Cup. During their second choice the participants selected the transparent 

cup less often than predicted by chance in both conditions (Ambiguous: M = 0.05, Mdn = 0, SD = 

0.09, W+ = 0, p < .001, r = -1; Negative: M = 0.05, Mdn = 0, SD = 0.16, W+ = 2, p < .001, r = -

.96, Wilcoxon signed-rank tests).  

 

7.3.Additional Results and Analyses: Study 2  

7.3.1.Study 2’s Warm-up Phase 

During Study 2’s warm-up phase, participants almost always selected the baited cup. The 

proportion of warm-up trials in which participants selected the baited cup was higher than 

predicted by chance (1/3), in both conditions (Transparent: M = 0.94, Mdn = 1, SD = 0.13, W+ = 

171, p < .001, r = 1; Opaque: M = 1, Mdn = 1, SD = 0, W+ = 171, p < .001, r = 1, Wilcoxon 

signed-rank tests). For Study 2’s warm-up trials, the proportion of trials in which participants 

selected one the two empty cups was lower than predicted by chance, in both conditions 

(Transparent: empty opaque cup: M = 0.06, Mdn = 0, SD = 0.13, W+ = 0, p < .001, r = -1; empty 

transparent cup: M = 0, Mdn = 0, SD = 0, W+ = 0, p < .001, r = -1; Opaque: first empty opaque 

cup: M = 0, Mdn = 0, SD = 0, W+ = 0, p < .001, r = -1; second empty opaque cup: M = 0, Mdn = 

0, SD = 0, W+ = 0, p < .001, r = -1; Wilcoxon signed-rank tests). In short, participants 

systematically selected the baited cup during Study 2’s warm-up trials. 
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7.3.2.Study 2’s Familiarization Phase 

As Figure S1 shows, the average proportion of familiarization trials in which participants 

selected the baited cup was higher than predicted by chance in both conditions (Figure S1; 

Transparent: M = 0.78, Mdn = 0.83, SD = 0.26, W+ = 165, p < .001, r = .93; Opaque: M = 0.78, 

Mdn = 1, SD = 0.32, W+ = 161, p < .001, r = .88, Wilcoxon signed-rank tests). The average 

proportion of familiarization trials in which participants selected the marked cup was lower than 

predicted by chance in the Transparent condition (Transparent: M = 0.20, Mdn = 0.17, SD = 0.23, 

W+ = 35, p = .026, r = -.59) and it did not differ from chance in the Opaque condition (M = 0.20, 

Mdn = 0, SD = 0.33, W+ = 66, p = .39, r = -0.23, Wilcoxon signed-rank tests). The average 

proportion of familiarization trials in which participants selected the unmarked empty cup was 

lower than predicted by chance, in both conditions (Figure S1; Transparent: M = 0.02, Mdn = 0, 

SD = 0.08, W+ = 0, p < .001, r = -1; Opaque: M = 0.02, Mdn = 0, SD = 0.08, W+ = 0, p < .001, r 

= -1; Wilcoxon signed-rank tests). In short, participants succeeded in selecting the baited cup 

more often than predicted by chance during Study 2’s familiarization trials.  
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Figure S1 

Proportion Selection for Each Cup in Study 2’s Familiarization Phase. 

 

Note: Average proportion of trials in which participants selected each cup (baited, empty, 

marked) per condition (ambiguous vs. negative; transparent vs. opaque) during Study 2’s 

familiarization trials. Error bars represent standard errors. The dotted lines represent the level of 

performance predicted by chance (i.e., 1/3). Comparisons against chance by Wilcoxon signed-

rank tests. 

*: p < .05, ***: p < .001. 
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7.3.3.Study 2’s test phase: Second choice of cup.  

As in Study 1, we did not run GLMMs on the               second choice of cup because 

of missing data for the trials whose participant found the reward during their first choice. 

Baited Cup. In Study 2, the proportion of trials in which participants selected the baited 

cup as their second choice was significantly higher than predicted by chance in both conditions 

(Transparent: M = 0.91, Mdn = 1, SD = 0.15, W+ = 91, p = .001, r = 1; Opaque: M = 0.49, Mdn = 

0.5, SD = 0.23, W+ = 145, p = .010, r = .70; Wilcoxon signed-rank tests).  

Marked Cup. For the second choice, the participants selected the marked cup 

significantly less often than predicted by chance in both conditions (Transparent: M = 0.01, Mdn 

= 0, SD = 0.03, W+ = 0, p < .001, r = -1; Opaque: M = 0.09, Mdn = 0.11, SD = 0.10, W+ = 0, p < 

.001, r = -.1; Wilcoxon signed-rank tests), thus confirming that participants could exclude the 

marked cup once they had discovered that it was empty.  

Unmarked Empty Cup. For their second choice, toddlers selected the unmarked empty 

cup significantly less often than predicted by chance in the transparent but not in the opaque 

condition (Transparent: M = 0.08, Mdn = 0, SD = 0.15, W+ = 3, p = .002, r = -.93; Opaque: M = 

0.42, Mdn = 0.40, SD = 0.23, W+ = 118, p = .16, r = .38; Wilcoxon signed-rank tests).  

7.3.4.Comparison of Performance: Study 1 vs. 2 

Study 2’s transparent condition was modeled after Study 1’s ambiguous condition, with 

the addition of a familiarization phase designed to increase               performance. In an 

exploratory analysis, we checked whether adding a familiarization phase to Study 1’s ambiguous 

condition increased               tendency to select the baited cup, and reduced their tendency to 
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select the marked cup. We assessed the effect of adding a familiarization phase by running 

GLMMs on the pa            first choice of a given cup as a binary repeated dependent measure. 

We fitted (1) null models, which included subject identity as a random intercept, and the fixed 

effect of Age (in months), Trial number (1–9) and Sex (female vs. male) and (2) full models, 

which added the fixed effect of condition (Study 1’s ambiguous condition vs. Study 2’s 

transparent condition) to the null models. 

Test Phase, First Choice of Baited Cup. Adding a familiarization phase to Study 1’s 

ambiguous condition increased               tendency to select first the baited cup during the test 

phase. The full model indicated that               proportion of first choices of the baited cup 

during test trials was significantly higher in Study 2’s transparent condition than in Study 1’s 

ambiguous condition (β = 2. 53, SE = 0.76, z-value = 3.31, p < .001, LRT comparing null vs. full 

models:  2
(1) = 10.99, p < .001). The full model revealed no other significant effect.  

Test Phase, First Choice of Marked Cup. P             tendency to select first the 

marked cup was significantly lower in Study 2’s transparent condition than in Study 1’s 

ambiguous condition (β = -2. 30, SE = 0.75, z-value = -3.06, p = .002; LRT comparing null vs. 

full models:  2
(1) = 9.29, p = .002). The full model also showed a significant main effect of Trial 

number, indicating that the               tendency to select first the marked cup decreased across 

trials (β = -0.14, SE = 0.06, z-value = -2.34, p =.019). The full model revealed no other 

significant effect.  

Test Phase, First Choice of Transparent Cup. P             tendency to select the 

transparent cup did not differ significantly across conditions (Study 1’s ambiguous condition vs. 

Study 2’s transparent condition, LRT comparing null vs. full models:  2
(1) = .36, p = .55). The 

full model ran on               first choices of the transparent cup revealed no significant effect.  
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In sum, the results confirmed that, during the test phase, participants were less likely 

select first the baited cup and more likely to select first the marked cup in Study 1’s ambiguous 

condition than in Study 2’s transparent condition. Thus, as expected, adding a familiarization 

phase to Study 1’s ambiguous condition improved               performance during the test 

phase.  

7.3.5.Complementary Analysis: Reanalysis of Study 2’s Data Including the Supernumerary 

Participants 

Due to a recruitment error in the opaque condition of Study 2, four additional participants 

were tested beyond the 18 planned. These participants were excluded from the analysis reported 

in the main text. Yet, we also checked whether our results would remain the same after including 

these four supernumerary participants. To this end, we reanalyzed data from the test phase (first 

and second choice), while including all the participants tested (Transparent: n = 18, M = 29.2 

months, range = 23–35 months, SD = 2.92; Opaque: n = 22, M = 29.1 months, range = 23–37 

months, SD = 3.73). This complementary analysis confirmed that the pattern of statistically 

significant results remained the same irrespective of whether the super-numeracy participants 

were included in the analyses.  

7.3.5.1.Test phase: First choice 

Baited Cup. The full model ran on data including the supernumerary participants 

confirmed that toddlers selected the baited cup significantly more often in the transparent 

condition than in the opaque condition (β = 2.92, SE = 0.59, z-value = 4.96, p < .001, LRT 

comparing null vs. full models:  2
(1) = 22.16, p < .001). In addition, the full model revealed a 

main effect of Age indicating older participants were more likely to select the baited cup than 

younger ones during their first choices (β = 0.21, SE = 0.08, z-value = 2.51, p = .012). In the 
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dataset including the supernumerary participants, toddlers selected the baited cup as their first 

choice less often than predicted by chance during the test trials of the opaque condition (M = 

0.15, Mdn = 0.12, SD = 0.15, W+ = 17, p < .001, r = -.87, Wilcoxon signed-rank test).  

Marked Cup. The full model ran on data including the supernumerary participants 

confirmed that participants were significantly less likely to select the marked cup during their 

first choice in the opaque condition than in the transparent condition (β = -2.22, SE = 0.76, z-

value = -2.91, p = .004; LRT comparing null vs. full models:  2
(1) = 8.54, p = .003). In addition, 

the full model revealed a main effect of Age indicating older participants were less likely to 

select the marked cup than younger ones (β = -0.30, SE = 0.11, z-value = -2.67, p = .008).  

In the dataset including the supernumerary participants, toddlers selected the marked cup 

during their first choice, more often than predicted by chance in the opaque condition (M = 0.66, 

Mdn = 0.76, SD = 0.33, W+ = 228, p = .001, r = .80, Wilcoxon signed-rank test). 

Unmarked Empty Cup. During the test phase of Study 2’s opaque condition the 

participants also selected the unmarked empty cup less often than predicted by chance (M = 0.19, 

Mdn = 0.12, SD = 0.20, W+ = 46, p = .009, r = -.64, Wilcoxon signed-rank test).  

7.3.5.2.Test Phase: Second Choice of Cup 

Baited Cup. In the dataset including the supernumerary participants, the proportion of 

trials whose participant selected the baited cup as their second choice was significantly higher 

than predicted by chance in the opaque condition (M = 0.49, Mdn = 0.47, SD = 0.25, W+ = 208, p 

= .008, r = .64; Wilcoxon signed-rank tests).  

Marked Cup. In the dataset including the supernumerary participants, the proportion of 

trials whose participant selected the marked cup as their second choice was significantly lower 
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than predicted by chance in the opaque condition (M = 0.09, Mdn = 0.06, SD = 0.10, W+ = 0, p < 

.001, r = -.1; Wilcoxon signed-rank tests).  

Unmarked Empty Cup. In the dataset including the supernumerary participants, the 

proportion of trials whose participant selected the unmarked empty cup as their second choice 

did not differ significantly from chance level in opaque condition (M = 0.42, Mdn = 0.43, SD = 

0.24, W+ = 178, p = .097, r = .41; Wilcoxon signed-rank tests). 

 

7.4.Additional Results and Analyses: Study 3  

7.4.1.Study 3’s Warm-up Phase 

In Study 3, the proportion of warm-up trials in which participants chose the baited 

container was significantly higher than that predicted by chance, (1/4) in both conditions 

(Ambiguous: M = 0.85, Mdn = 1, SD = 0.18, W+ = 153, p < .001, r = 1; Irrelevant: M = 0.94, Mdn 

= 1, SD = 0.11, W+ = 171, p < .001, r = 1; Wilcoxon signed-rank tests). 

7.4.2.Complementary Analysis: Effect of the Shared Feature in Study 3’s Ambiguous 

Condition 

In half of the test trials of the ambiguous cue condition, the picture on the cue card had the 

same shape as the unique picture, and the same filling pattern as the repeated pictures; in the 

other half of the trials, the opposite was true. Thus, we conducted an additional analysis to assess 

any possible effect of the feature (i.e., shape or pattern) that the cue-card shared with the unique 

picture in the ambiguous cue condition. Results revealed that the feature shared by the cue-card 

and the unique picture (shape vs. pattern) had no effect on the proportion of trials in which the 

participant successfully selected the box with the unique picture (W+ = 33.5, p = .67, r = -.14, 

Wilcoxon signed-rank test; M = 0.35, Mdn = 0.25, SD = 0.23 when the cue and unique picture had 
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the same pattern; M = 0.38, Mdn = 0.25, SD = 0.23 when the cue and unique picture had the same 

shape).  

 


